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JANUARY 2019

BONUS DISTRIBUTION AT IDEX, AVALON

Automated security for airports
Keeping the UK’s harbours safe
Boko Haram: What Africa can do to win back control
The Dark Web and the role it plays in terrorism
How access control can revolutionise working
Eyes in the skies: defending against drones
Seeing in the dark: benefits of night vision

FEBRUARY 2019

BONUS DISTRIBUTION AT SECURITY AND POLICING,
ASIS EUROPE, COLOMBIAMAR

How drones give us the security edge
Why thermal imaging hands the power back to security forces
Man’s best friend: the dog’s role in the security world
Sports stadium security
Gun control in the US: is it time for a rethink?
Why utilities security matters
VIP protection

MARCH 2019

JUNE 2019

BONUS DISTRIBUTION AT NATIA, HOMELAND SECURITY
EXPO INDIA

Is Vladimir Putin the biggest threat to Western security?
Perimeter protection
Data protection: keeping your organisation safe
Keeping museums and galleries secure
Safer cities: how an integrated approach is the way forward
Kidnap and ransom: measures to stay safe
Security training for working in hostile zones

JULY/AUG 2019

BONUS DISTRIBUTION AT EMERGENCY SERVICES SHOW,
DSEI, SAFETY AND SECURITY ASIA

What your organisation can do to beef up cyber security
Lone wolf attacks and why they remain a threat
It’s a blast: minimising damage with blast containment
Transport security and video surveillance
Protecting tourist visitors to the UK
Who’s listening: TSCM and countering corporate espionage
Target tracker: cargo security under the microscope

SEPTEMBER 2019

BONUS DISTRIBUTION AT SECURITY & COUNTER TERROR EXPO, LAAD,
MILIPOL ASIA PACIFIC, ISC WEST, FAMEX

BONUS DISTRIBUTION AT ASIS US, BIOMETRICS UK

IED prevention explained
CNI security explained
Training security personnel and why it matters
Keeping railways safe from harm
Infrastructure and architecture: planning for the worst
Armoured vehicles and their applications
Latest innovations in port security

Latest innovations in TSCM
Open up: tactical entry techniques explored
Temporary fencing for emergencies
Security on the move: portable x-ray solutions
Maintaining tactical comms in a national emergency
Advances in underwater security technology
Ready for action: armouring vehicles for warzones

APRIL 2019
BONUS DISTRIBUTION AT CIPATE, SECUREX, IMDEX ASIA

The increasing threat of the extremist
The changing face of the manned security market
Damage limitation: latest innovations in blast containment
How CCTV gives security forces the edge
The growing threat of Russian cyber attacks
Postal security and stopping the threat of pipe bombs
Protecting public buildings from person-borne attacks

MAY 2019
BONUS DISTRIBUTION AT IFSEC UK, ISDEF, IABTI

EODs and RCVs: removing risk with remote disruption
Protecting national infrastructure
The importance of communication in the event of an attack
Latest advances in facial recognition technology
Why counter surveillance equipment remains vital
Fakes and forgeries and why terrorism benefits
Safe seas: fighting back against piracy

OCTOBER 2019

BONUS DISTRIBUTION AT MILIPOL, UK SECURITY EXPO,
DEFENCE AND SECURITY THAILAND, ASIS ASIA PACIFIC,
CBRN SYMPOSIUM, ISC EAST

Radiation detection and why it still matters
Body-worn cameras
Israeli security tech update
Radicalisation: what makes a person turn to terrorism?
Keeping the calm: prison security update
X-ray: counter terror screening solution
The drone question: the pros and cons of UAVs

NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2019

BONUS DISTRIBUTION AT INTERSEC DUBAI, ASIS MIDDLE
EAST, SMARTER BORDERS, EXPODEFENSA COLOMBIA

RF jammers on the front line
Safe stop: essential solutions for bringing cars, drones and
lorries to a stop Smart cities and security for the future
School security: keeping our students safe
Architectural solutions for a safer world
Lock down: keeping our prisons secure
Send in the robots: advantages of EOD
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